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SERVICE OFFERING – RRVA AREA 

Current Services 

1 Reporting Utilities : Reaction officers on their patrols, take note of potholes, street lights 

not working, water leaks etc and report it to the control room who in turn then reports it to 

the relevant department and receives the reference numbers.  We also assist residents who 

contact us with a reference number by expediating this to the Ward Councillor. 

2 Monitoring of Vagrants: The officers get to know the vagrants and this has built a 

relationship with many of the ‘in area vagrants’.  Some are used as informers and they are 

paid by Community Support Services for valuable information given.  The vagrants in turn 

advise of any useful information.  

3 Removal of illegal signage: This is done on a regular basis but in the evenings.  The illegal 

signs are brought to the office in the mornings and are destroyed and put into our dustbins 

by our gardener. 

4 The opening and closing of the greenbelt gates. 

5 The monitoring of open gates which are reported:  If the officer is able to make contact 

with the resident via the intercom then he would advise the resident of the open gate.  If 

not, the controller in the control room is advised and if they are not members, the response 

company that has the board on the wall is called to contact their client. (Working  together 

with other service providers). 

6  The cutting up of trees: during and after storms etc when these obstruct the roads 

preventing traffic problems.  

7 Monthly stats are compiled. 

8 Investigation of crime: 
9 Tuck in services: for RRVA members (so not just alarm clients of Community Support          

Services).  A RRVA member can contact our control room to arrange for the vehicle to meet 

them at the premises to escort them into their property. Holiday patrols are also arranged 

for these members.  (They will contact us to let us know they are going away so that an 

extra eye can be kept on their place).  Some residents do not even give this information to 

their Service Provider but rather advise us.  
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10. We are a one stop safety and security contact:  We jump start cars.  Have had calls from 

residents who are afraid to remove spiders and even have helped to recapture snakes. 

11. We provide crime scene attendance:  even though the RRVA member may be with another 

service provider.  So we make sure that the security provider they are using, do the correct procedures, 

we call the police and if need be arrange for ER24 to attend if there is a medical condition that needs to 

be addressed.  

12. We arrange for the repair services: to properties that have been broken into if the residents 

requires this assistance, such as the repairs to locks or doors and welding of gates. 

  

Additional Offering not documented or paid for. 

1 Camera monitoring . (This is not 24/7) 

2 In the past we had an office at the SPAR Centre to assist the RRVA with membership.  This 

was at the expense of Community Support Services and it was kept for 6 months at a cost of 

R 60 000.00 over this time, this included a person manning the office..  During this time we 

had only 2 sign ups for RRVA.  This was never charged to RRVA. 

3 Additional ad hoc vehicles which patrol and assist over peak periods to attend alarms, etc.. 

4 Our dedicated medical vehicle to RRVA members. The portion paid for by RRVA is the link to 

ER24 who will not charge to dispatch medical assistance, only if a patient has to be 

transferred to a hospital will there be a charge to the medical aid. However we supply the 

vehicle and petrol while ER24 supply the medic. 

5 The cutting up of trees (Not charged to RRVA). 

6 We have our own invstigator that investigates all serious crime incidents. 

7 Additional patrols at hotspots or in increased in crime areas. (Special operations). 

8 We offer free services to pensioners who cannot afford it (example panic systems).   

9 We offer a hold on the monthly costs for financially cash strapped residents who have 

suddenly lost their jobs etc. 

10 We keep lost animals until found by their owners. 

11 Counselling for trauma victims if required by Community Support Services trauma councilor, 

if they would like to have this. 

12 Due to our interaction with SAPS they often call us to intercept if there is a robbery or hi-

jacking in progress as we can get there faster than them. 

13 We offer a standard rate for the response.  There is no additional costs to monitor electric 

fence, or beams or gate buddy.  It is one rate. One cover charged for all the services 

regarding monitoring and response.  

14 FREE link up.  No charge for the radio. (Use to charge R 790.00, RRVA contributed R 300.00 

but this stopped over a year ago.  There is NO charge / cost to RRVA.)   
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Future 
 

1. Set up a what’s app group between the committee and the control room and on a daily 

basis advise of incidents / happenings on this group. (This is done in the Weltevreden called 

the TRIO Group). 

2. We would like to support the RRVA committee. 

3. Communities are most effective in reducing crime when they work in a cohesive fashion 

between residents, the community associations and their service providers, where all 

parties support each other without passing blame but rather to encourage seeking solutions 

 

Regards 

Greg Pearce 

Member  082 442-7819 


